How to get to IEEE 2014 ICCE-Berlin

There are three S-Bahn stations around the IFA ground, nearest to our conference site is station “Messe Süd” on S-Bahn line S-5 (direction “Spandau”, 1 stop from “Westkreuz”, where it crosses the ring lines).

Leave the S-Bahn station “Messe Süd” at its East exit (!), follow the Jafféstraße to the right/East, walk around the CityCube Berlin building, then walk up the stairs to the entrance of Hall 7. This is the only entrance that is open early enough for our conference to start at 09:00 h, all other IFA entrances will open at 10:00 only – so do avoid the South entrance!!! And you need to have your IFA ticket with you! Our conference is on the third floor, room 7.3 “Berlin”.
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